The enhancement of luminescence from various optically active objects of nanoscale dimensions such as atoms, molecules, and quantum dots ͑QDs͒ ͑here we shall use the generic term ЉmoleculeЉ to donate them all͒ when placed in close proximity to metal nanoparticles [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] is a phenomenon that has been conceptually well understood as a product of strong localized electric field induced by the surface plasmons ͑SPs͒. 11 This enhancement with important applications in sensing has been attributed primarily to the increase in radiative decay rate caused by the Purcell 12 effect associated with the tightly confined high-density SP modes. That treatment is adequate in estimating the enhancement factor for electroluminescence where the excitation energy in the form of an electric dipole gets coupled directly into the SP modes. But for photoluminescence ͑PL͒, the situation is more complicated. There are two enhancement mechanisms at work. One takes place during the optical excitation stage and the other during the stage of light emission. In the absence of metal nanoparticles, the optical excitation typically in the form of a focused laser beam is being absorbed by the molecules. With a metal nanoparticle placed in the vicinity of the molecules, the beam can now get coupled first into the tightly confined SP mode enhancing the optical energy density near the molecule field, which enhances the absorption rate. The same SP modes ͑albeit at different frequencies͒ can also enhance the energy-emission efficiency of the excited molecules through the Purcell 12 effect. A proper estimate of PL enhancement by metal nanoparticles therefore has to include both energy absorption and emission processes that are enhanced simultaneously by the associated SP modes. To make the matter even more complicated, all of these processes depend on the wavelength relationships between the optical excitation, the molecule emission, and the SP mode. A clear understanding of the enhancement mechanism is obviously important for improving the performance of sensors relying upon PL. Based on the "effective mode volume" approach, 13 we have previously developed analytical models that rigorously treated the enhancement effects of light emission by molecules in the presence of a metal sheet 14 and metal nanoparticles, 15 as well as light absorption by molecules in the proximity of metal nanoparticles. 16 Combining the models for light absorption 16 and emission by metal nanoparticles, 15 we are now in position to calculate how much total enhancement one can realistically obtain in measured PL for a given metal embedded in a given dielectric medium. We can also provide an analytical approach for optimizing the metal nanostructure in order to achieve maximum enhancement. The salient feature of our approach is that it shows the attainable PL enhancement that can be optimized for each particular molecule-characterized by the absorption cross section at the excitation frequency a ͑ ex ͒, the radiative efficiency rad ͑ PL ͒, and their product-the PL
The enhancement of a PL process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Optical excitation at the frequency of ex in the form of a laser beam is focused into the region where a metal nanosphere with a radius r and a molecule separated by a distance d are located. The excitation beam couples into the highly confined SP mode around the metal sphere with an incoupling coefficient in . Energy inside the SP mode is then absorbed by the active molecule with an absorption cross section a . This process competes with radiative ͑␥ rad ͒ and nonradiative decays ͑␥ nrad ͒ of the SP mode. The excited mola͒ Electronic mail: greg.sun@umb.edu. ecule with the original radiative decay rate 1 / rad subsequently relaxes by emitting energy at the frequency PL into the SP mode at the rate of F P / rad , which is enhanced by the Purcell 12 factor F P . Simultaneously, the molecule also relaxes into nonradiative modes at its original nonradiative rate of 1 / nrad . The observed PL power depends on the outcoupling efficiency of the SP mode pr = ␥ rad / ͑␥ rad + ␥ nrad ͒. It is clear that strong PL enhancement occurs when the frequencies of both optical excitation and emission are close to the SP resonance. It is thus optimal to have the frequency relationship ex Ն 0 Ն PL for PL measurement.
Following our previous work, 16 we first treat the enhancement of absorption by a metal nanosphere. In the absence of the metal nanosphere, the optical excitation will simply be focused onto a diffraction limited spot at the apex of the cone characterized by a far field half angle with a spot radius at the waist w 0 = ex / , where ex is the excitation wavelength in the dielectric medium. The electric field in the focal spot E foc is related to the power ͉s + ͉ 2 carried by the incident wave as ͉s + ͉ 2 = nw 0 2 E foc 2 / 4Z 0 , where Z 0 is the impedance of free space and n is the index of refraction. In the presence of a metal sphere with radius r, the incident light gets coupled into the SP mode with an incoupling coefficient in Ϸ ͱ 3␥ rad / 8. 17 The SP mode has a maximum field E max at the surface of the sphere that is related to its energy ͉a͉ 2 = 1 2 0 D E max 2 V eff , where 0 is the permittivity of free space, D is the dielectric constant of the medium, and
͔ is the effective mode volume at the resonant frequency 0 ͑wavelength D in the dielectric͒. 15 The field enhancement is then found from the steady-state solution of the rate equation for the amplitude a of the SP mode that describes the incoupling of the incident wave at the excitation frequency ex and the various decay mechanisms,
where ␥ nrad is the rate due to the Ohmic loss in the Drude model approximation, ␥ rad = ͓ 0 / ͑1+2 D ͔͒͑2r / D ͒ 3 is the radiative decay rate in the dipole approximation, 15 and ␥ abs = ͑cN a a / nV eff ͓͒r / ͑r + d͔͒ 6 is the decay rate due to energy absorption by N a molecules placed near the sphere. Introducing the Q-factors for the nonradiative decay as Q n = 0 / ͓͑1 +2 D ͒␥ nrad ͔, for absorption as Q a = 0 / ͓͑1+2 D ͒␥ abs ͔, and the normalized excitation detuning as ␦ ex =2͑1+2 D ͉͒ ex − 0 ͉ / 0 , and taking into account that molecules are situated at a distance d away from the metal sphere, we arrive at the energy density ͑and thus absorption͒ enhancement factor
where we have used the normalized radius =2r
Let us now turn our attention to the enhancement of the emission process. The energy in a molecule with an original radiative efficiency rad = rad −1 / ͑ rad −1 + nrad −1 ͒ can be coupled into the SP mode at the PL frequency PL into the SP mode according to the rate F P ͑ PL ͒ / rad where the Purcell factor F P ͑ PL ͒ as the ratio of the SP effective density of SP modes SP = ͓L͑ PL ͒ / V eff ͔͓ / ͑ + d ͔͒ 6 to that of the radiation continuum rad =8 / ͑3 PL 3 PL ͒ with the Lorentzian linewidth
in which the normalized PL detuning ␦ PL =2͑1+2 D ͉͒ PL − 0 ͉ / 0 . The enhancement factor can now be evaluated as
where the radiative outcoupling efficiency of the SP mode pr = Q n 3 / ͑1+Q n 3 ͒. Finally, combining the two sequential enhancement processes given by Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑4͒, we arrive at the total PL enhancement factor F PL = F a F e that shows a rather complicated dependence on one adjustable parameter-the size of nanoparticle . This dependence can be traced to the fact that nanoparticles play two mutually exclusive roles-that of antenna for efficient in-and outcoupling of energy and that of a nanocavity for energy concentration. An efficient antenna requires a large dipole, while a high concentration of energy calls for a small nanocavity.
Therefore, for each combination of d , N a , a , and rad , there exists an optimum size that maximizes PL enhancement.
It is not difficult to see that the largest enhancement can be obtained only for a small number of molecules placed very close to the metal sphere, d Ӷ , with a small absorption cross section, Q a ӷ Q n , and a small original radiative 4 . This is a huge enhancement, but in reality, the PL enhancement is not nearly as significant when the finite absorption cross section and original radiative efficiency of the molecules that are spaced a finite distance away from the metal sphere are taken into account.
Consider the example of InGaN QDs situated at d = 5 nm away from a Ag sphere in GaN with N a a =1 nm 2 and rad = 0.01. The resulting PL enhancement factor F PL , along with its enhancement contributions from absorption F a and emission F e , is shown in Fig. 2 , where the optical excitation and emission frequencies are very close to the resonance of SP mode, ex,PL ϳ 0 . There exists an optimized size of the metal sphere for which maximum enhancement is achieved. Also, as one can see, the two contributions are roughly of the same order. Figure 3 shows the optimized PL enhancement factor as a function of the detuning of optical excitation ex / 0 and that of PL emission PL / 0 for the same example-which clearly indicates that it is more critical to have the PL emission frequency near resonance with the SP mode. This is because, as shown in Fig. 4 , the dependence of PL enhancement on the original radiative efficiency rad ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒ is more sensitive than that on the total absorption cross section N a a ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. It is clear that PL enhancement is strong only if the active molecules are both weak absorbers and inefficient emitters being positioned in close proximity to the metal nanoparticles. Note that the condition a rad → 0 under which the maximum enhancement is achieved is always satisfied for Raman scattering, which can be seen as nothing but PL with a negligibly small cross section; hence F Raman Ϸ F PL,max . Indeed the experimentally verified enhancement of Raman scattering is always significantly larger than that for PL.
In summary, we have analytically treated the PL enhancement as a product of two equally important factorsone on the absorption stage and another on the emission stage-and for a given metal-dielectric combination there exists an optimal nanoparticle size that maximizes the combined enhancement. The key conclusion is that metal nanoparticles provide large PL enhancement only for small quantities of the atoms, molecules, or QDs with originally low PL cross section, hence metal nanoparticles can be indispensable in improving sensors but are of limited use in other applications, where PL is already reasonably ͑a few percent͒ efficient. 
